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How do we know?

A law of nature?
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How do we know time?

Galileo: Physical motion can be described as a function of time.

Oscillations of a pendulum “take equal time,” measured with a pulse.

Soon thereafter, pulses are measured with pendulums.

Modern clocks are also based on oscillators!
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Absolute time?

Newton: There is an unobservable time, “absolute and equal to itself .”

You can only measure things evolving through time, and not time itself.

Time becomes an untestable mathematical axiom.
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Absolute space?

Newton: Local rotation agrees with measurements against distant stars.

There must be a universal global inertial frame of reference.

Even today, inflationary cosmology has a “preferred” frame of reference.
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The most famous “failed” experiment in history: an inconsistency...

Michelson: The speed of light is independent of any observer frame in space-time.

There can be no background against which to measure it.

No “aether” : no universal medium, no global refrence frame.
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Relativity: a theory of absolute reality

Einstein insists on a principle of invariance :
A consistent underlying physics, independent
of an arbitrary choice of coordinate frame or
measurements relative to a specific observer.

General Relativity:

The gravitational field is space-time itself. It must have a physical
reality and dynamics independent from the “background space-time”
coordinates on which we construct all other theories of physics.

GR is soon beautifully confirmed by experiments.
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The expanding universe, and the energy of “empty space”

Lemaître:
GR describes an expanding universe.
Space-time itself had a “beginning.”

Einstein adds a constant to “fix” GR.

Hubble’s data confirms the expansion.

Einstein abandons the constant,
calling it his “greatest blunder.”

Lemaître identifies this “cosmological constant” as a real physical entity:
the energy of vacuum in quantum theory!

It must be positive for the age of the universe to be consistent with
data, meaning, the expansion is accelerating.

Experimentally confirmed 67 years later (High-Z Supernova Search).
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Space is not empty or definite: Quantum theory and the Planck scale

67∼ 74% is “dark energy” of vacuum!

“No point is more central than this,
that space is not empty, it is the
seat of the most violent physics.”

— J. A. Wheeler

Quantum theory: all states are probabilistic.
Vacuum: a state with an infinite number of virtual
fields constantly popping in and out of existence.
Space-time not well-defined at the smallest scales.
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The worst failed prediction in fundamental physics— a boundary condition?

The energy of vacuum measured in a lab matches our theories!

If we scale this theory to the universe, prediction is 122 orders
of magnitude larger than the actual energy density.

A fine-tuned constant is needed for cosmic structure?

Proposed explanations: multiverses, or a landscape?

The cosmological constant should be considered an
infrared boundary condition for the total degrees
of freedom in any fundamental theory of quantum
gravity, not a local contribution to the energy density.

[Tom Banks and Willy Fischler, arXiv:1811.00130]
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The holographic bound— Infrared catastrophes in a definite background space-time

The entropy of a black hole— the amount of information in the system— is proportional to
the 2D “surface area” of its horizon. The information density decreases linearly with scale!

SBH =
kA

4`2P

In local QFT with a definite background,
a system of scale R and cutoff m has total
modes ∼R3m3

For ΛQCD, gravitational binding energy
exceeded at a generalized Chandrasekhar
radius of 60 km— half of Switzerland!

AdS/CFT omits the degrees of freedom in
a Planck resolution background space-time.

III

III

IV

RS

t=constant

r=constant

[A. Cohen, D. Kaplan, and A. Nelson, PRL 82, 4971] [T. Banks and W. Fischler, arXiv:1810.01671]
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A phenomenology connecting QM and GR

Claim: Even the low-energy, ground-state limit of quantum gravity cannot be described by
perturbative graviton fields on a background metric.

Scaling of information needs nonlocal correlations of space-time at large separations!

Can QFT accommodate the foundational principles needed in a fundamental theory?

Quantum Mechanics: No “local realistic” notions of classical geometrical paths and events

General Relativity: General covariance and background independence

“Spukhafte” correlations should exist even in special relativistic space-time with no dynamics.
Thermodynamic behavior of BH horizons applies to Unruh horizon entropy in accelerated frames.

Can we understand correlations in flat space-time, without a built-in boundary like AdS space?
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Quantum Mechanics: a rejection of local realism

Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle for particles: ∆x∆p ≥ ~ / 2
One fewer dimension of information, or independent degree of freedom.

Each particle acts like it takes
a superposition of paths.

But the probabilistic paths
“collapse” if we try to detect
them individually!
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The historic debate about the nature of reality...

Epistemic
uncertainty

Ontic
indeterminacy

The laws of physics are deterministic.
There is an absolute underlying reality.
We just do not know or observe the
hidden information.

Nature “has not decided on” a definite
outcome “before it is observed.”
The probabilities of quantum mechanics,
and the lack of definite information, are
fundamental realities.

“I, at any rate, am
convinced that [God ]
does not throw dice.”

— Albert Einstein

“Einstein, stop telling God what to do!”

“Everything we call real is made of things
that cannot be regarded as real.”

— Niels Bohr
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The referee: What is the total amount of information?

Bell’s inequality

The Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen “paradox”

If quantum indeterminacies are fundamental, both
particles are part of a single system extended across
the separation, sharing a smaller total info content.

Entanglement: The state of one particle is not a
degree of freedom independent from the other one.

“Spukhafte Fernwirkung” : One measurement
instantly determines the uncertainty in the other—
faster than light, faster than information can travel.

A violation of causality?
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“Spukhafte Fernwirkung”

“I would not call [entanglement] one but rather the characteristic trait
of quantum mechanics, the one that enforces its entire departure from
classical lines of thought.”

— Erwin Schrödinger

A quantum theory only predicts correlations among observables.

Quantum system includes the observer, the measurement device... and the background space-time.
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A remaining loophole: nonlocalities in the quantum system of background space-time

Over decades, countless Bell tests have confirmed entanglement. Is it fundamental?

Can experimenters “randomly” and “freely” choose which observable to measure each time?
“Free Will Theorem”: This is connected to whether the laws of nature are deterministic!

Random-number generators? Both could be “determined” by common events in the past.

Cosmic Bell tests: “Choices” set by signals from “causally disconnected” cosmic phenomena.

Holographic space-time: Are these causal structures and symmetries exact and absolute?
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Studying “spukhafte Fernwirkung” in quantum gravity

Proposals in AMO physics: Can we reach the scales and precision levels to study gravity?
Large coherent states are really difficult. What if we sample faster than decoherence?
Entanglement may show up even in flat space-time, the non-excited vacuum state with no
GR dynamics and curvature.
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What are the symmetries and degrees of freedom?

Space-time is an emergent behavior of a quantum system with many degrees of freedom—
must be holographic and less independent than local fields (especially at macroscopic scales).

Space-time constructed relationally. An a priori definite background is a global conspiracy!

4-positions and inertial frames are defined operationally, with a measurement by an observer.

Lorentz Symmetry • Poincaré Symmetry

Lorentz boosts

Rotations

Translations

Lorentz invariance well-tested in 1-D. We can try measuring space-time correlations in 2-D?
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A new phenomenological regime of interest

C. J. Hogan, arXiv:1412.1807 & PRD 95, 104050
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Can LIGO technology be adapted to nonlocal correlations?

LIGO −→ Holometer
Dick Gustafson (Michigan)
Samuel Waldman (SpaceX)
Rainer Weiss (MIT)

Laser interferometers: the most precise in
differential position measurements.

In dimensionless strain units h ≡ δL/L,
the power spectral density reaches

h̃2(f) . tP ≡
√
~G/c5 ≈ 10−44 sec

LIGO measures local metric fluctuations
and stochastic gravitational waves.

Holometer probes similar stationary noise
in space-time position, but at superluminal
frequencies sensitive to both spacelike and
timelike correlations across the system.
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The Fermilab Holometer

26

Holometer/MP8 Laser Lab
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Design principles

First-generation Holometer (2011-2016)

Nov. 17, 2017 - FNAL PACJonathan Richardson 7

Two Layouts, Same Technique

Sensitivity to translational
fluctuations.
Final results are published.
Chou et al. (2017), PRL 117, 111102
Chou et al. (2017), CQG 34, 165005

90° arm bend

First-Generation Holometer
(2012-2016)

Second-Generation Holometer
(2017)

Sensitivity to rotational
fluctuations.
Initial round of data 
collection completed.

Cross-spectral density with two interferometers:

h̃2(f) ≡
∫∞
−∞

〈
δLA(t)
L

δLB(t−τ)
L

〉
t
e−2πiτf dτ

Naive model: delocalized Planckian fluctuations,
each with a flat response over timescale L/c
(variance scales like a random walk over L = 39m)

h̃2(f) ≈ tP sinc2(πfL/c)

The sampling rate and bandwidth far exceed
the 7.7MHz inverse light crossing time.

For straightforward interpretation via properties
of space-time, all light propagation is in vacuo,
with no cavity within the arms.
Noise spectrum is flat and dominated by shot noise.

Isolated and independent: optics, vacuum systems, electronics, clocks, and data streams.
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Correlated environmental noise measurements (other significant sources are uncorrelated)

Nov. 17, 2017 - FNAL PACJonathan Richardson

Measured Sources of Environmental Noise

33

INPUT SIDE
Lasers & Active Optics
• Correlated optical intensity noise
• Correlated optical phase noise

Continuously measured during 
data acquisition

OUTPUT SIDE
Detectors & Readout Electronics
• Correlated electronics noise
• Cross-channel signal leakage

Measured offline using optical 
sources of independent white 
noise (incandescent light bulbs)

Realtime Monitoring of Laser Noise and 
Radio-Frequency (RF) Environment

Four RF environmental channels are 
cross-correlated with the interferometer 
output channels (8x8 correlation matrix)
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Independent preparation of each injection beam

Laser EOM Faraday
Isolator

EOM
4 2

Power 
Control

Mode
Matching
Telescope
& Steering 

SM1

Interferometer 
Laser Launch

To Interferometer via Periscope

PBS

Cavity Reflection  
Port (REFL)  

DC PD -
RF PD -

Beam Camera -

Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) 
Control of Laser Frequency 
for Power-Recyling Cavity

Gain and
Loop Shaping

Mixer

Phase Modulation
for Diagnostics 

Asymmetric 
Mach-Zehnder 
Interferometer

2x RF pickoff
photodiodes

for diagnostics

SM2LO

2

Faraday
Isolator

22
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Isolated high-speed data acquisition systems and sampling clocks

Each ADC (analog-to-digital converter) unit
individually synchronized to a GPS-provided
clocking signal.

Relative drift of sampling clocks follow a
normal distribution of width ∼ 10 ns, limiting
inter-channel decorrelation to less than 10%.

Cross-spectral density (CSD) calculated from
real-time Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
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First-generation Holometer: a verified symmetry at 0.1 Planck scale
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145 hour data — PRL 117, 111102 (2016)

704 hour data — CQG 34, 165005 (2017)

Instrumentation — CQG 34, 065005 (2017)

Null control for the 2nd-gen Holometer!
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Left: Independent bins at 1.9 kHz resolution.
Right: Rebinned to 100 kHz, Planck units.

Example spectrum of tP sinc
2
(πfL/c), the auto-

correlation of a flat “boxcar” response at scale L.

Light probes radial null (lightlike) paths to and
from the beamsplitter measurements, in 2-D.
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Translational correlations ruled out. How about rotational correlations?

First-generation Holometer:

Radial arms in two orthogonal directions from the beamsplitter.

All light propagation along null (lightlike) directions from
measurements, following the boundary of a causal diamond.

On these light cones, radial distances (in multiple dimensions) are
identified with proper time durations on the observer’s world line.

Null result indicates an underlying exact symmetry— a structure
with no quantum indeterminacy. What might this be?

Second-generation Holometer: a Lorentz invariant model

Correlations respect exact causal structure (in radial directions from the observer’s world line)

Correlations are purely transverse (along these causal surfaces), with rotational symmetry

τviadt/dτ

dA
±

/dτ=sinθdA
±

/dt=R(τ)sin

.Thecontributiontotheexoticsignalcorrelationateach
bytheboundaryconditiondeterminedbyclosureofthecircuit,isalsofixedbyaprojectionontothepath,inthis
caseoftransversepositionvariance(Eqs.26,A13):

)+constant)=∆x
2
⊥

1/2
R(τ)sinθ=PR

τ),thesweptarearateissimplyrelatedtothesignalcorrelationby

(Ξ(τ)+constant)=PdA/cdτ.

)asasumoftherotationalcomponentsinthetwodirections,sothat

|dA/dτ|=|dA
+
/dτ+dA

−
/dτ|,
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Second-generation Holometer: conceptual motivations

Newton’s measurement of local inertial frames with a spinning bucket of water
The agreement between local and global frames in flat space-time fails at the Planck scale.
A single quantum carries enough mass-energy and indeterminacy of angular momentum to cause
significant gravitational frame dragging of the inertial frame (or Lense-Thirring effect).

A Planckian subsystem has no well-defined inertial frame. The statistical emergence of local
frames should show rotational fluctuations.

“Spukhafte Fernwirkung”
Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen is not a violation of causality.
In fact, it captures a nonlocal invariant relationship between events defined by the universal
speed of light, and a natural reduction of the total degrees of freedom.
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EPR pairs in PET spatial imaging: directionally entangled around causal structures

Atom in the ground S state emits an isotropic wave function, a superposition of all directions.
Directions of detection events are correlated from entanglement (spatial imaging method).
EPR pairs are part of a single nonlocal system, structured on light cones. Exact causality.

+

+=

wave function of emitted state superposition of directional pairs=
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EPR pairs in PET spatial imaging: directionally entangled around causal structures

Atom in the ground S state emits an isotropic wave function, a superposition of all directions.
Directions of detection events are correlated from entanglement (spatial imaging method).
EPR pairs are part of a single nonlocal system, structured on light cones. Exact causality.

on the transverse direction at that point. Denote the angle between the light path tangent and position vectors by
ne mapping betweet and τ via dt/dτ = sinθ, and the swept area via

±/dτ = sinθdA±/dt = R(τ) sinθ,

. The contribution to the exotic signal correlation at eachτ, apart from a constant o
by the boundary condition determined by closure of the circuit, is also fixed by a projection onto the path, in this
case of transverse position variance (Eqs. 26, A13) :

) + constant) = ∆ x2
⊥

1/ 2
R (τ) sinθ = P R(τ) sinθ.

World line of 
sample
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Nonlocal structure • No separation of scales

Nonlocal spacelike correlations extend indefinitely on light cones, following causal structure.
Standard quantum limit: spatial uncertainty in PET scales with separation (diffractive modes)
Transverse momenta of detected photons are anticorrelated in the atom’s frame.

on the transverse direction at that point. Denote the angle between the light path tangent and position vectors by
ne mapping betweet and τ via dt/dτ = sinθ, and the swept area via

±/dτ = sinθdA±/dt = R(τ) sinθ,

. The contribution to the exotic signal correlation at eachτ, apart from a constant o�set fixed
by the boundary condition determined by closure of the circuit, is also fixed by a projection onto the path, in this
case of transverse position variance (Eqs. 26, A13) :

) + constant) = ∆ x2
⊥

1/ 2
R (τ) sinθ = P R(τ) sinθ.

World line of 
sample
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Action at a distance • Space-time from world lines and light cones

On an observer’s world line, Planck bandwidth (or coherence scale) in invariant proper time.
Planck scale indeterminacy on each foliating null cone — scales as a random walk in lab time.
Directional uncertainty scales down with separation, showing emergence of classicality.

t and τ via dt/dτ = sinθ, and the swept area via

±/dτ = sinθdA±/dt = R(τ) sinθ, (30)

. The contribution to the exotic signal correlation at eachτ, apart from a constant o�set fixed
by the boundary condition determined by closure of the circuit, is also fixed by a projection onto the path, in this
case of transverse position variance (Eqs. 26, A13) :

) + constant) = ∆ x2
⊥

1/ 2
R (τ) sinθ = P R(τ) sinθ. (31)

), the swept area rate is simply related to the signal correlation by
American Philosophical Society

“Just as the proper recognition of this atomicity requires 
  in the electromagnetic theory a modi�cation in the use 
  of the �eld concept equivalent to the introduction of the 
  concept of action at a distance, so it would appear that 
  in the gravitational theory we should be able in 
  principle to dispense with the concepts of space 
  and time and take as the basis of our description 
  of nature the elementary concepts of world line 
  and light cones.”

                                                                         — J. A. Wheeler
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Covariant emergence of space-time directions and inertial frames from causal structure

On an observer’s world line, Planck bandwidth (or coherence scale) in invariant proper time.
Planck scale indeterminacy on each foliating null cone — scales as a random walk in lab time.
Directional uncertainty scales down with separation, showing emergence of classicality.

t and τ via dt/dτ = sinθ, and the swept area via

±/dτ = sinθdA±/dt = R(τ) sinθ,

. The contribution to the exotic signal correlation at eachτ, apart from a constant o
by the boundary condition determined by closure of the circuit, is also fixed by a projection onto the path, in this
case of transverse position variance (Eqs. 26, A13) :

) + constant) = ∆ x2
⊥

1/ 2
R (τ) sinθ = P R(τ) sinθ.

), the swept area rate is simply related to the signal correlation by
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Covariant emergence of space-time directions and inertial frames from causal structure

On an observer’s world line, Planck bandwidth (or coherence scale) in invariant proper time.
Planck scale indeterminacy on each foliating null cone — scales as a random walk in lab time.
Directional uncertainty scales down with separation, showing emergence of classicality.

t and τ via dt/dτ = sinθ, and the swept area via

±/dτ = sinθdA±/dt = R(τ) sinθ, (30)

. The contribution to the exotic signal correlation at eachτ, apart from a constant o�set fixed
by the boundary condition determined by closure of the circuit, is also fixed by a projection onto the path, in this
case of transverse position variance (Eqs. 26, A13) :

) + constant) = ∆ x2
⊥

1/ 2
R (τ) sinθ = P R(τ) sinθ. (31)

), the swept area rate is simply related to the signal correlation by

For duration
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Holographic degrees of freedom

For each enclosed causal diamond, light cones foliate space-time with Planckian bandwidth.
Light cone boundary (spacelike 2-sphere) has correlations for two independent rotational axes.
Invariant structure identifies radial distance with proper time duration on observer’s world line.

t and τ via dt/dτ = sinθ, and the swept area via

±/dτ = sinθdA±/dt = R(τ) sinθ, (30)

. The contribution to the exotic signal correlation at eachτ, apart from a constant o�set fixed
by the boundary condition determined by closure of the circuit, is also fixed by a projection onto the path, in this
case of transverse position variance (Eqs. 26, A13) :

) + constant) = ∆ x2
⊥

1/ 2
R (τ) sinθ = P R(τ) sinθ. (31)

), the swept area rate is simply related to the signal correlation by
CQG 34, 135006
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Strategy for detection: bent Michelson interferometer

Sub-Planckian strain spectral density, broadband & faster than light crossing time (nonlocal).
No large coherent state needed: superluminal sampling is faster than the rate of decoherence.
Mean rotation vanishes, but mean square fluctuation accumulates across the time correlation.

t 〈
∆x2
⊥
〉
P

= `PL

= PSD tPL
2

× Bandwidth c/L

where PSD = h̃2(f) · L2

h ≡ δL/L

h̃2(f) ≈ tP
≡
∫∞
−∞

〈
δLA(t)
L

δLB(t−τ)
L

〉
t
e−2πiτf dτ
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Strategy for detection: cross-correlation & null configuration

Correlated signals: Measurements share causal 4-volume of quantum space-time information.
Signal band limited by standard photon quantum noise. Uncorrelated, can be averaged away.
Null configuration (radial arms) couples to translational modes, insensitive to transverse ones.

τviadt/dτ

dA
±

/dτ=sinθdA
±

/dt=R(τ)sin

.Thecontributiontotheexoticsignalcorrelationateach
bytheboundaryconditiondeterminedbyclosureofthecircuit,isalsofixedbyaprojectionontothepath,inthis
caseoftransversepositionvariance(Eqs.26,A13):

)+constant)=∆x
2
⊥

1/2
R(τ)sinθ=PR

(τ),thesweptarearateissimplyrelatedtothesignalcorrelationby

(Ξ(τ)+constant)=PdA/cdτ.

)asasumoftherotationalcomponentsinthetwodirections,sothat

|dA/dτ|=|dA
+
/dτ+dA

−
/dτ|, A B

A

B

19
.5

m

0.90m

Goal: h̃2 ≈ tP ≡
√

~G/c5

≈ (Nf)−1 ≈ 10−44 s

Use f ≈ 1015 Hz photons.

Need to integrate over
N ≈ 1029 photons.
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A unique signature of relational emergent space-time

In the Holometer, there are two measurements
in two observer frames, relatively non-inertial.

World line segments whose causal 4-volumes
overlap are entangled via invariant structures:

2∆B|A(t) = ∆A(t+R/c)−∆A(t−R/c)
The antisymmetry leads to a unique signature:
a purely imaginary cross-correlation!

∆̃B|A ∆̃∗A|B = i sin(2πfR/c) ∆̃A∆̃∗A|B

≈ i sin(2πfR/c) tP

A B A B

R

Phase info not in auto spectrum. “Pure entanglement information” of relational space-time!
If confirmed, we have no explanation for the signature in standard physics. Green’s functions
apply in a local framework and relate real and imaginary parts by causality (Kramers-Kronig).
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Relational measurements in entangled causal diamonds

AB AB

R

0.90 m

19
.5

 m

Toy model of cross-spectrum 
for one transverse segment 
of length

antisymmetry across spatial 
separation, at scale R

antisymmetry in time
correlation, at scale 

correlation of �at “boxcar” responses at scale 
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Second-generation Holometer: modeled cross-spectrum (imaginary)

frequency  (          )

strain units use

cross spectral density  ( imaginary )

0 5 10 15 20
-1.×10-41

-5.×10-42

0.

5.×10-42

1.×10-41

1.5×10-41

-6.6×10-45

-3.3×10-45

3.3×10-45

6.6×10-45

9.9×10-45 CQG 35: 204001

All parameters based
on known scales of
the apparatus.

Only free parameter is
Planck normalization,
set as tP = tP

√
4 ln 2/π

by black hole entropy.

1

S̃BA(f) =
∑

n

2βn [ 2 (Ln/c)
2 sinc2(πfLn/2c) ] i tP sin(2πfR/c) sin(πfLn/c) sgn(f)

≈
4∑

n=1

0.291 i tP βn

[
38.9m

c

]2 |f |
15.4MHz

R

0.90m

(
Ln

19.5m

)2

sinc2
[
π

f

15.4MHz

Ln/2

19.5m

]
sin

[
π

f

15.4MHz

Ln

19.5m

]

where L1 = 11.4m β1 = 0.84 L2 = 27.5m β2 = 0.76 L3 = 38.9m β3 = 2×−0.46 L4 = 77.8m β4 = 0.119
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Can we really measure rotation at this level of sensitivity?

Michelson’s team in suburban Chicago, winter 1924, with partial-
vacuum pipes of 1000 by 2000 foot interferometer, measuring the 

rotation of the earth with light traveling in two directions around a loop

12

Measuring the rotation of the Earth with light traveling in two directions around a loop.
Albert Michelson, winter 1924, suburban Chicago.
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Can we really measure rotation at this level of sensitivity?
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The Holometer research program

First-generation Holometer (2011-2016)

Nov. 17, 2017 - FNAL PACJonathan Richardson 7

Two Layouts, Same Technique

Sensitivity to translational
fluctuations.
Final results are published.
Chou et al. (2017), PRL 117, 111102
Chou et al. (2017), CQG 34, 165005

90° arm bend

First-Generation Holometer
(2012-2016)

Second-Generation Holometer
(2017)

Sensitivity to rotational
fluctuations.
Initial round of data 
collection completed.

Second-generation Holometer (2017-present)

Nov. 17, 2017 - FNAL PACJonathan Richardson 7

Two Layouts, Same Technique

Sensitivity to translational
fluctuations.
Final results are published.
Chou et al. (2017), PRL 117, 111102
Chou et al. (2017), CQG 34, 165005

90° arm bend

First-Generation Holometer
(2012-2016)

Second-Generation Holometer
(2017)

Sensitivity to rotational
fluctuations.
Initial round of data 
collection completed.

Bend mirror added. Unmodified: optics, electronics, control system, and data acquisition chain.
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Preview of

Preliminary Data

and Systematics



Future

Research Program

in Cosmology



The cosmological constant

Holographic correlations may reformulate the SM field vacuum, determine its emergent gravity!

We used Planck bandwidth world lines. They cannot be perfect “lines” of arbitrarily fine resolution.

Relationships between them at separation cτ are a fraction tP /τ of the available information, and
their mutual entanglement must be consistent with the total bandwidth for each world line.

In a volume of radius cτ0, world lines “emerge” from holographic quantum system with localization:

ctP (τ0/tP )1/3

In a system of size 1061`P (cosmic horizon), world lines localized at the 1020`P QCD scale—
where QCD undergoes a phase change in the vacuum due to chiral symmetry breaking! We posit the
kinematic effects of fluctuating inertial frames to become “real” here, as virtual fields acquire mass.

The emergent “centrifugal” acceleration matches cosmic observations at exactly the 60 km
generalized Chandrasekhar radius for ΛQCD!

PRD 95, 104050 • CQG 35, 204001 • arXiv:1804.00070
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Black hole information— ’t Hooft’s solution for an eternal Schwarzschild black hole

Information delocalized across the whole
horizon— a single quantum object!

Antipodes antisymmetrically identified
with each other, with a reversal of time.

Their field states: Entangled radial components___
due to gravitational backreaction / dragging
(e.g. incoming p with outgoing u). Spherical
harmonics expansion has odd values of ` only.

Matched null cone foliations between this BH
and distant asymptotically flat space in our
model: Same time antisymmetry associated
with oppositely directed null trajectories!

III

III

IV

RS

t=constant

r=constant

If the vacuum of space-time has virtual black holes,
its structure may be very different from AdS/CFT.

G. ’t Hooft, Found. Phys. 46: 1185, arXiv:1605.05119, Found. Phys. 48: 1134, arXiv:1804.05744, arXiv:1809.05367
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Perhaps inflation works the same way!

Black hole and cosmological “singularities” lie behind the horizon.

For an observer on the outside, the entire BH horizon or inflationary horizon is a single
quantum object. Antipodes are antisymmetrically identified.

As Wheeler prefigured, geometrical states live on null surfaces. “Spukhafte” correlations of
space-time everywhere on the horizon— organized via causal diamonds, not 3+1D points on
a background.

Black hole and cosmological “singularities” lie behind the horizon 

From outside, the entire horizon is a single quantum object 

Antipodes are antisymmetrically identified 

Quantum correlations are organized on causal diamonds
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New quantum-classical boundary on the inflationary horizon

quantum region

reheating

inflationary horizon

observer’s  
world line

Planck scale boundary
usual initial field vacuum

17

Spooky hypothesis: all states on the horizon are entangled

Holographic correlations freeze out
on the inflationary horizon, into the
classical “background.”

Not the standard quantum field
vacuum fluctuations.

Inflationary perturbations arise
as fundamental quantum noise
in the emergence of locality.

C. J. Hogan, arXiv:1811.03283 (PRD, in print)
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Inverted horizons, similar physics

black hole emits omnidirectional
particle/wave states

horizon entangles particle states
at different times and directions

incoming, outgoing states
interfere nonlocally, antipodally

reacts back on black hole metric
antisymmetrically

horizon emits omnidirectional
curvature-perturbation states

horizon entangles perturbations
at different times and directions

incoming, outgoing states
interfere nonlocally, antipodally

forms classical perturbations
antisymmetrically

Everything inside the horizon is entangled
as viewed from everywhere outside
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Emergence of a whole system during inflation

Distant states become determinate 
relative to each observer as its classical 
horizon grows  

Inflationary horizon of every observer 
ends at reheating 

More distant universe is still in a 
superposition until it re-enters the 
horizon 

Superposition includes different cosmic  
backgrounds and frames

C. J. Hogan, arXiv:1811.03283 (PRD, in print)
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New dominant inflationary perturbations of fundamental nature

How large are the quantum fluctuations in this emergence?

Scalar curvature perturbation ∼ Fractional variance in clock rate on horizon

Assume standard quantum uncertainty with Planck bandwidth. Emergent dimensionless
curvature perturbations at horizon radius c/H are:

〈∆τ 2〉 = τ tP 〈∆2〉 ≡ 〈∆τ 2〉/τ 2 = tP/τ ≈ HtP

Limited information content leads to larger perturbations. Dominant over standard
perturbations in slow roll inflation, where the usual scaling is ∆2

S,δφ = 1

8π
2 H(φ0)

2 t2P ε
−1

This is still entirely consistent with current data for an effective potential of V ∝ φ4.
Inflation is quite overfitted!
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A general directional antisymmetry

A statistically isotropic scalar distribution of zero mean is odd under reflections!

A possible new symmetry of spooky relational fluctuations: 

Primordial directional antisymmetry

vanish at  the origin, odd under reflections through the origin

Real odd pattern in x 

Imaginary odd spectrum in k	

Antipodal antisymmetry like PET imaging and black hole states	

Requires violation of locality: impossible in standard physics

 27

Δ( ⃗x ) = − Δ(− ⃗x ) and Δ̃( ⃗k ) = − Δ̃(− ⃗k )
(real odd pattern in x, imaginary odd spectrum in k)

For any observer in its cosmic rest frame, primordial curvature perturbation is antisymmetric
and vanishes at the origin.

General to the emergence of locality in a background-independent
relational space-time!

Classicality is organized by all observers agreeing on differential
measurements in causal diamonds.

A set of vectors that spans three dimensions has a unique invariant
scalar product that is antisymmetric.

k 1⃗

k 2⃗

| k 3⃗ | = kmax = aH/c
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Invariant model-independent signature in cosmic structure

= normalized volume of oriented 
parallepiped 

= 1 or -1 when three vectors are 
orthogonal and equal lengths 

= 0  when vectors lie in a plane 
!29

Covariant scalar from emergent wave vectors:  

Use a projection onto observer’s  “inflaton frame,” 

Yields a (scaled) antisymmetric triple product  of k’s:

ℰ( ⃗k 1, ⃗k 2, ⃗k 3) = ϵijkki1k
j
2k

k3 / max[ | ⃗k 1 | , | ⃗k 2 | , | ⃗k 3 | ]3

⃗k 1

⃗k 2

| ⃗k 3 | = kmax

kmax = aH/c

Multidirectional antisymmetric correlations

ℰ4D ∝ ϵκλμνkκ1kλ2kμ
3 uν

ϕ

uν
ϕ ∝ (1,0,0,0)

Prediction: a scale-invariant antisymmetric bispectrum should show a large
correlation of different directions.

ℬ = ⟨ℰ( ⃗k 1, ⃗k 2, ⃗k 3) Δ̃( ⃗k 1)Δ̃( ⃗k 2)Δ̃( ⃗k 3)⟩ .

⟨ℬ(ℰ)2⟩ ≈ ⟨Δ̃2⟩3 at |ℰ | = 𝒪(1)

ℬ(ℰ) = 0

Invariant model-independent signature 

Contrast with standard inflation:  local momentum conservation of field 
mode interactions allows correlation only among coplanar triplets,  so 

Prediction in spooky scenario is a large correlation of different directions:

Define a  nearly-scale-invariant antisymmetric bispectrum,

 30

(even for nongaussian theories) 

This has never been carefully studied

ℬ = ⟨ℰ( ⃗k 1, ⃗k 2, ⃗k 3) Δ̃( ⃗k 1)Δ̃( ⃗k 2)Δ̃( ⃗k 3)⟩ .

⟨ℬ(ℰ)2⟩ ≈ ⟨Δ̃2⟩3 at |ℰ | = 𝒪(1)

ℬ(ℰ) = 0

Invariant model-independent signature 

Contrast with standard inflation:  local momentum conservation of field 
mode interactions allows correlation only among coplanar triplets,  so 

Prediction in spooky scenario is a large correlation of different directions:

Define a  nearly-scale-invariant antisymmetric bispectrum,

 30

(even for nongaussian theories) 

This has never been carefully studied

In standard inflation, local momentum conservation of field mode interactions allow correlation
only among coplanar triplets, so this bispectrum is zero (even for nongaussian theories)!

C. J. Hogan, arXiv:1811.03283 (PRD, in print)
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A picture of “spukhafte” dipole modes

whole distribution is statistically isotropic and scale invariant 

Different scales freeze out with different orientations

 31
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Maybe we have been staring at a “spukhafte” pattern all along!

Cosmic structure is a relic of quantum fluctuations during inflation

!2

The specific pattern is an intact image of a primordial quantum state

Its correlations contain information about the quantum state
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Primordial directional antisymmetry in CMB anisotropyPrimordial directional antisymmetry in CMB anisotropy 

CMB temperature maps primordial potential in all directions
Antisymmetry should be nearly intact in T T spectrum at largest scales 

CMB anomalies after Planck 3
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Figure 1. Angular band power (top) and residual angular band power (bottom) of

the cosmic microwave temperature anisotropies as presented in the Planck 2015 release

[17]. The error bars show the sum of measurement error and cosmic variance, the latter

being the dominant source of uncertainty at large angular scales.

total angular-momentum `.‡
During the last two decades, ground-based, balloon-borne and satellite CMB

experiments led to an improved understanding of those temperature anisotropies. The

WMAP and Planck space missions played a special role, obtaining full-sky measurements

that enabled us to investigate a large range of angular scales, from the dipole ` = 1 to

` ⇠ 2500, more than three decades in `. The band power spectrum as published by

Planck is shown in Fig. 1.

These temperature fluctuations are believed to have been generated from quantum

fluctuations in the very early Universe [18] by a (nearly) scale-invariant mechanism. The

most prominent context is cosmological inflation [19, 20]. If inflation lasts long enough,

the spatial geometry of the Universe is generally predicted to be indistinguishable from

Euclidean, and the topology of the observable Universe is expected to be trivial (simply

connected). Even more importantly, inflation predicts that the CMB temperature

fluctuations should be: (i) statistically isotropic, (ii) Gaussian, and (iii) almost scale

invariant. It also predicts: (iv) phase coherence of the fluctuations; (v) for the simplest

models, a dominance of the so-called adiabatic mode (strictly speaking it is not only

adiabatic but also isentropic); and (vi) the non-existence of rotational modes at large

scales. Finally, depending on the energy scale of cosmological inflation, there might

be (vii) a detectable stochastic background of gravitational waves [21] that also obeys

‡ This analogy from quantum physics is useful to describe the spherical harmonic analysis of

temperature fluctuations in terms of well-known physical concepts.

Planck  T T 
band power

{
Baryon acoustic oscillation 
peak: photons and baryons 
change mode phase relative 
to dark matter density

!34
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Primordial directional antisymmetry in CMB anisotropy
CMB anomalies after Planck 3
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Figure 1. Angular band power (top) and residual angular band power (bottom) of

the cosmic microwave temperature anisotropies as presented in the Planck 2015 release

[17]. The error bars show the sum of measurement error and cosmic variance, the latter

being the dominant source of uncertainty at large angular scales.

total angular-momentum `.‡
During the last two decades, ground-based, balloon-borne and satellite CMB

experiments led to an improved understanding of those temperature anisotropies. The

WMAP and Planck space missions played a special role, obtaining full-sky measurements

that enabled us to investigate a large range of angular scales, from the dipole ` = 1 to

` ⇠ 2500, more than three decades in `. The band power spectrum as published by

Planck is shown in Fig. 1.

These temperature fluctuations are believed to have been generated from quantum

fluctuations in the very early Universe [18] by a (nearly) scale-invariant mechanism. The

most prominent context is cosmological inflation [19, 20]. If inflation lasts long enough,

the spatial geometry of the Universe is generally predicted to be indistinguishable from

Euclidean, and the topology of the observable Universe is expected to be trivial (simply

connected). Even more importantly, inflation predicts that the CMB temperature

fluctuations should be: (i) statistically isotropic, (ii) Gaussian, and (iii) almost scale

invariant. It also predicts: (iv) phase coherence of the fluctuations; (v) for the simplest

models, a dominance of the so-called adiabatic mode (strictly speaking it is not only

adiabatic but also isentropic); and (vi) the non-existence of rotational modes at large

scales. Finally, depending on the energy scale of cosmological inflation, there might

be (vii) a detectable stochastic background of gravitational waves [21] that also obeys

‡ This analogy from quantum physics is useful to describe the spherical harmonic analysis of

temperature fluctuations in terms of well-known physical concepts.

Odd multipoles 
dominate  up to 

CMB anomalies after Planck 15
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Figure 7. Parity asym-

metry in the Planck 2015

data [7]. Shown is the

p-value significance, based

on a power-spectrum statis-

tic sensitive to parity for

the four foreground cleaned

Planck maps (Comman-

der, NILC, SEVEM and

SMICA) as a function of

the maximum multipole

used in the analysis.

of WMAP maps was extended by [63, 64, 65] who studied the even and odd parity maps,

T+(ê) =
T (ê) + T (�ê)

2
, T (ê) =

T (ê) � T (�ê)

2
. (10)

Using a suitably defined power spectrum statistic – the ratio of the sum over multipoles

of D` for the even map to that for the odd map – they found a 99.7% evidence for the

violation of parity in WMAP7 data in the multipole range 2  `  22. The analysis

was finally extended to Planck by [43, 7], who confirmed the results from [63] based on

WMAP, but also found that the significance depends on the maximum multipole chosen,

and peaks for `max ' 20 � 30, but is lower for other values of the maximum multipole

used in the analysis; see Fig. 7. The corresponding p-values of the Planck 2015 analysis,

also including the ‘look elsewhere’ e↵ect with respect to the choice of `max, are reported

in Tab. 1. Planck also studied the mirror symmetry, finding less anomalous results than

those for the point-parity symmetry [7].

In [66] it was shown for WMAP 7-years data that the directions of maximal

(minimal) parity asymmetry for multipole moments up to ` ⇠ 20, and excluding the

m = 0 modes from the analysis, seem to be normal (parallel) to the direction singled

out by the CMB dipole. The direction that maximizes this parity asymmetry is also

close to the direction of hemispherical asymmetry when including the lowest multipole

moments. Thus parity asymmetry and hemispherical asymmetry might be linked to

each other.

Whether the observed parity asymmetry is a fluke, an independent anomaly, or a

byproduct of another anomaly, is not clear at this time. The parity asymmetry appears

to be correlated with the missing power at large angular scales, as the wiggles in the

lowest multipoles, seen clearly in the top panel of Fig. 7, combine to nearly perfectly

cancel the angular two-point correlation function above 60 degrees [37].

ℓ ≈ 28

Planck, 1506.07135 

!

This data is always processed in 
power units. Very few people have 
ever seen the phase information!
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Maybe the quadrupole is actually zero!

CMB anomalies after Planck 8
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Figure 3. Angular two-point correlation function as observed by Planck [7]. The full

black line and the shaded regions are the expectation from 1000 SMICA simulations

based on the ⇤CDM model and the 68% and 95% confidence regions. The plot also

shows four colored lines that fall on top of each other and represent the result of the

Planck analysis of the Commander, SEVEM, NILC and SMICA maps at resolution

Nside = 64. While the measured two-point correlation is never outside the 95%

confidence region, the surprising feature is that we observe essentially no correlations

at 70 < ✓ < 170 and a significant lack of correlations at ✓ > 60 .

0.5% have been obtained, some even below 0.01%. An important question is the size of

the mask used in the analysis. It has been shown in [37] that most of the large-angle

correlations in reconstructed sky maps are between pairs of points at least one of which

is in the part of the sky that is most contaminated by the Galaxy. This is in line with the

findings of [32], where it was shown that more conservative masking makes the lack of

correlation even more significant. This by itself already signifies a violation of isotropy.

Undoubtedly, S1/2 is an ad hoc and a posteriori statistic, but it captures naturally

the observed feature originally noted in COBE. Several a posteriori “improvements”

have been suggested [39, 7]. For example, in order to avoid the argument that µ = 1/2

has been fixed after the fact one might let µ vary. But now the look elsewhere e↵ect

must be taken into account. The Planck team implemented such an analysis which (in

our convention) returns global p-values of the order of 2%. However, this global Sµ

statistic addresses a di↵erent question, namely how likely is it that there is a lack of

correlation for an arbitrary µ. Thus we cannot argue that this statistic is better than

S1/2, all we can say is that it is di↵erent.

Primordial dipole is predicted to be anomalously large, but cannot be 
observed because of the kinematic dipole 

Primordial quadrupole is predicted to be negligible 
Largest scale anisotropy should be close to octupolar

This is consistent with data, unexpected in standard model
Planck, 1506.07135 

Explains a longstanding 
puzzle: anomalously small 

two-point temperature 
correlation function at 

large angular separation
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A bizarre coincidence in alignment?

The Astrophysical Journal Supplement Series, 192:17 (19pp), 2011 February 1 BENNETT ET AL.

l=2 l=2 + l=3

l=3 l=2 + l=3
Over  ILC

Figure 14. l = 2 quadrupole and l = 3 octupole maps are added. The combined map is then shown superposed on the ILC map from Figure 2. Note that the quadrupole
and octupole components arrange themselves to match the cool fingers and the warm regions in between. The fingers and the alignment of the l = 2 and l = 3
multipoles are intimately connected.

literature. Unambiguous evidence for power asymmetry would
have profound implications for cosmology.

We revisit this analysis and conclude that this claimed
anomaly is not statistically significant, after a posteriori choices
are carefully removed from the analysis. In looking for a power
asymmetry, the most significant issue is removing an arbitrary
choice of scale, either specified explicitly by a maximum
multipole l or implicitly by a sequence of operations such
as smoothing and adding extra noise that define a weighting
in l.

The first claimed hemispherical power asymmetry appeared
in Eriksen et al. (2004), based on the first-year WMAP data,
where a statistic for power asymmetry was constructed, and
its value on high-resolution WMAP data was compared to an
ensemble of Monte Carlo simulations in a direct frequentist
approach. They quoted a statistical significance of 95%–99%,
depending on the range of l selected. The details of this analysis
contained many arbitrary choices. Hansen et al. (2004, 2009)
also used a similar methodology. In Hansen et al. (2009), the
significance of a 2 ! l ! 600 hemispherical power asymmetry
was quoted as 99.6%.

A second class of papers used a low-resolution pixel likeli-
hood formalism to study power asymmetry. Eriksen et al. (2007)
used this approach to search for a dipole power asymmetry in
low-resolution three-year WMAP data and a statistical signifi-
cance of ∼99% was claimed. Hoftuft et al. (2009) repeated the
likelihood analysis at somewhat higher resolution and quoted
a statistical significance of 3.5σ–3.8σ for different choices of
resolution. Although the likelihood estimator contained fewer
arbitrary choices than the preceding class of papers, the low-
resolution framework still contained an arbitrary choice of an-
gular scale, which may be tuned (intentionally or unintention-
ally) to spuriously increase statistical significance. Hoftuft et al.
(2009) introduced an explicit cutoff multipole lmod and the CMB
signal was assumed to be unmodulated for l > lmod and mod-
ulated for l ! lmod. Both Eriksen et al. (2007) and Hoftuft
et al. (2009) downgraded the data in resolution, smoothed with

a Gaussian window, and added extra white noise. These process-
ing steps implicitly defined a weighting in l, where the power
asymmetry is estimated, and introduced arbitrary choices into
the analysis.

A third approach to the analysis, based on optimal quadratic
estimators, recently appeared in Hanson & Lewis (2009). In
this approach, the WMAP data were kept at full resolution and
a minimum-variance quadratic estimator was constructed for
each of the three vector components of the dipole modulation
wi . Hanson and Lewis found ≈97% evidence for a dipole power
asymmetry at 2 ! l ! 40, and ≈ 99.6% evidence for dipole
power asymmetry at 2 ! l ! 60. However, the result was
strongly dependent on changing the l range, and quickly went
away for higher l. A significant shift was seen between the KQ75
and KQ85 masks, and between raw and clean maps, suggesting
that foreground contamination was not negligible.

Comparing these methods, we find that the Hanson & Lewis
(2009) optimal quadratic estimator has significant advantages
over other analysis methods that have appeared in the literature.

1. There are no arbitrary choices (such as smoothing scale)
in the optimal quadratic estimator. One can either look for
power asymmetry in a range of multipoles 2 ! l ! lmod, or
over the entire range of angular scales measured by WMAP,
and the estimator is uniquely determined by the minimum-
variance requirement in each case. None of the previously
considered methods had this property.

2. There is no need to degrade the WMAP data, or include
processing steps such as adding extra noise, since the
optimal quadratic estimator can be efficiently computed at
full WMAP resolution using the multigrid C−1 code from
Smith et al. (2007).

3. Statistical significance can be assessed straightforwardly by
comparing the estimator with an ensemble of Monte Carlo
simulations. In particular, maximum likelihood analyses
in the literature have assessed significance using Bayesian
evidence, but schemes for converting the evidence integral

12

How small could the primordial quadrupole be? 
Measured quadrupole is very closely aligned with the octupole! 
Could it be dominated by leakage from the octupole?

WMAP (Bennett et al. 2011) 
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Many small anomalies. Perhaps there is a common explanation!

How many 2.5∼ 3σ anomalies do we need before we decide we are missing something?CMB anomalies after Planck 7

feature p-value data reference

in angular space

low variance (Nside = 16)  0.5% Planck 15 Tab. 12 [7]

2-pt correlation �2(✓ > 60�)  3.2% Planck 15 Tab. 14 [7]

2-pt correlation S1/2  0.5% Planck 15 Tab. 13 [7]

2-pt correlation S1/2  0.3% Planck 13 &

WMAP 9yr Tab. 2 [31]

2-pt correlation S1/2 (larger masks)  0.1% Planck13 Tab. 2 [31]

 0.1% WMAP 9yr [31, 32]

hemispherical variance asymmetry  0.1% Planck 15 Tab. 20 [7]

cold spot  1.0% Planck 15 Tab. 19 [7]

in harmonic space

quadrupole-octopole alignment  0.5% Planck 13 Tab. 7 [33]

` = 1, 2, 3 alignment  0.2% Planck 13 Tab. 7 [33]

odd parity preference `max = 28 < 0.3% Planck 15 Fig. 20 [7]

odd parity preference `max < 50 (LEE) < 2% Planck 15 Text [7]

dipolar modulation for ` = 2 – 67  1% Planck 15 Text [7]

Table 1. P-values in per cent of various unexpected features. In this table we define

the sense of p-values such that a small value means that it is unexpected. In some

cases this is di↵erent from the sense used by the Planck collaboration in their analysis.

The Planck analysis relies on just 1000 Monte Carlo simulations of the instrument and

pipeline and thus p-values below 0.2% cannot be resolved. Other groups have used

larger numbers of simulations, but those simulations do not include instrumental and

algorithmic e↵ects of the Planck analysis. LEE stands for look elsewhere e↵ect.

2.1. Low variance and lack of correlation

Historically, the first surprise, already within the COBE data, was the smallness of the

quadrupole moment. When WMAP released its data [29], it confirmed C2 to be low,

however it was also shown that cosmic variance allows for such a small value [30].

Another rediscovery in the first release of WMAP [29] was that the angular two-

point correlation function at angular scales >⇠ 60 degrees is unexpectedly close to zero,

where a non-zero correlation signal was to be expected. This feature had already

been observed by COBE [34], but was forgotten by most of the community before

its rediscovery by WMAP. The two-point correlation function as observed with Planck

[7] is shown in Fig. 3.

The WMAP team suggested a very simple statistic [35] to characterize the vanishing

correlation function –

Sµ ⌘
Z µ

�1

d(cos ✓)[C(✓)]2, (6)

with µ ⌘ cos ✓ = 1/2. This measures the deviation from zero at ✓ > 60�.

Detailed further investigations of the lack of angular correlation have been presented in

[36, 37, 38, 32, 31]. Depending on the details of the analysis, p-values consistently below

Significance of  these CMB anomalies is limited by cosmic variance 

But small p-values hint that standard inflation is missing something 

Spooky predictions can be tested in detail

p-values of various 
anomalies, from 

1506.07929 

!39
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Primordial antisymmetry in 3D (Dark Energy Survey, LSST)

Primordial antisymmetry in 3D

Primordial correlations in gravitational potential remain mostly 
intact until a structure goes nonlinear

L* ≈ 40Mpc

Orbital motion mixes away  
primordial antisymmetry 

on scales smaller than
the cosmic web 

Potential can be probed by 
galaxy density in the linear 
regime, on scales << CMB
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Thanks to...
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We are building a team for the next stage of the Holometer program. Join us!




